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In many ways, the insurance industry is on the front lines of the country’s response to COVID-19, as

evidenced by the many governors’ emergency orders and insurance bulletins that have been

directed at the insurance industry as a result of the crisis.

In an effort to assist the insurance industry track and implement these directives, the Carlton Fields

team has put together a spreadsheet of every emergency order, insurance bulletin, or other directive

affecting certain operations of the insurance industry, organized according to issues commonly

addressed by these orders.

We will continue to monitor orders affecting the insurance industry and updating the spreadsheet as

the fight against COVID-19 continues. Please reach out to any member of the Carlton Fields team

with requests for assistance in understanding and implementing the mandates upon the insurance

industry related to COVID-19.

Click here to open in a new window >>

https://www.carltonfields.com/coronavirus
https://www.carltonfields.com/coronavirus
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mPGzVKcDQLW_GLyJwTsdDHWGidyPqZblczQEG0Xhzp8
https://www.carltonfields.com/
https://www.carltonfields.com/
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